
Morning update 2/20/21  
 
Successful day:  
Yesterday afternoon we got service restored along 290 from Harper to Dinosaur Ranch Rd. Parts of this 
line went down on the 11th and we now have it up and going.  
 
We are assessing the line from Harper to Mountain Home. This is a long line with much damage, and it 
will take some time to get this back up and going.  
 
KPUB continues to assist us in the Kerrville area getting some in the hills south and west of Kerrville up 
and going. We greatly appreciate their help. They will be back in there today working.  
 
We restored power to the businesses on Hwy 16 just north of I-10 yesterday.  
 
Continuing to work small outages in Kingsland and Sunrise Beach. Those crews will be moving south to 
assist in Gillespie County as they finish up.  
 
We hope to complete work on a line at Hwy 87 and Old Mason Rd. this morning and get service restored 
north of there. Still, lots of work to do in that area.  
 
Continue to work on a long stretch of downed poles on north 965, this area saw some of the heaviest ice 
and snow and will take a while to repair.  
 
Service was restored to Stonewall and Luckenbach areas after lunch yesterday by transferring load to 
adjacent substations. LCRA notified us about 10:00 PM that the transmission service to Blumenthal 
Substation and we will switch that back to normal operation today.  
 
Transmission was restored to Blumenthal Substation after 10:00 PM last night and we were able to 
restore service to 1,200 consumers in Stonewall and Luckenbach areas late last night.  
 
Boot Ranch and Falling Water/Reserve was restored to most consumers yesterday. We do still have 
some spots to get back on. Overload was an issue in these areas caused by all the loads coming back on 
at one time and overloading the system.  
 
Additional crews begin arriving today and will go straight to work in the Nebo area working on North 
Hwy 16 and a line to Willow City. So far, the assessment has shown cross-arm and wire damage and not 
a lot of poles. We will start at the substation and work outwards restoring main feeds as repairs are 
completed. 
 
Great to have so much sunshine yesterday! Melted most snow off lines and trees. Still ice covered in 
northern Gillespie County and snow on the ground.  
 
Crews continue to work safely and focus on task at hand. They guys have worked 9 straight days for long 
hours and sometimes 24 hours straight. We have worked to get them rested and check regularly to keep 
them focused and safe.  
 
When you see our guys in the field working, wave and encourage them. They need your support and are 
doing everything in their power to restore service.  



CTEC crews continue to work diligently to address outages. Unfortunately, because of the amount of 

damage to the infrastructure, we cannot give members who are out of power an estimated time of 

restoration. CTEC is expecting more crews from other companies to come help with the restoration 

process; however, these extra crews are not expected to arrive here until next week at the earliest. If 

you have a medical condition it is suggested you move to safe location. CTEC service crews and office 

personnel are working 24/7 to restore power as quickly and safely as possible. 


